
All About You

We want to find out all about you!  
Please complete the tasks to create 

art which explores your identity.  

Creative Arts



What is Self Image?
What kind of things make us who we are?

• Identity •Looks•Features

•Hobbies•Fashion style

•Hair and eye colour

•Religion

• Culture

• Age •Personality
• Family & Friends

• Gender

TASK:  Make a mind map which tells us all 

about you. You can include images and text.

Think about the following: 



Example Mind Maps



• Artists through the ages have 
created portraits of themselves 
over the course of their careers.

• Beyond representing a person’s 
physical features, self 
portraiture could also portray an 
artist’s personality, interests, 
beliefs and style.



Frida Kahlo

During her lifetime Frida created some 200 
paintings and drawings related to her 
experiences in life.  Of her 143 paintings 
– 55 were self portraits.  When asked why 
she painted so may self portraits she 
replied:  “Because I am so often 
alone…because I am the subject I know 
best.”

Vincent Van Gogh

“I purposefully bought a mirror good 
enough to enable me to work from my 
image in default of a model, because 
if I can manage to paint the colouring
of my own head, which is not to be 
done without some difficulty, I shall 
likewise be able to paint the heads of 
other good souls, men and women.



Rembrandt 

(1606 – 1669)

The dozens of self-portraits by Rembrandt

were an important part of his oeuvre as a 

painter.  Rembrandt created nearly 100 

self portraits during his lifetime 

including approximately fifty paintings, 

thirty-two etchings and seven drawings.  

The self portraits create a visual diary 

of the artist over a span of forty years.

What type of personality do you think 

Rembrandt had based on his portrait?



TASK:

• Create a concertina paper book.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9eV7COS7
5bI

• Make a drawing of yourself every day for 1 
week.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9eV7COS75bI


Vivian Maier

Vivian Dorothy Maier (February 1, 1926 –

April 21, 2009) was an American street 

photographer. Maier worked for about forty 

years as a nanny, pursuing photography in 

her own time. During her lifetime, Maier's 

photographs were unknown and unpublished, 

and she never printed many of her 

negatives.  It wasn’t until after her death 
that her photographs became critically 

acclaimed.  

How has Vivian Maier captured her self

portrait in these photographs?



TASK: 

.  Take a series of self portrait 

photographs capturing your 

reflection, in the style of Vivian 

Maier.



Tone refers to the degree of lightness or 

darkness of an area.  Tone varies from the 

bright white  of a light source through 

shades of grey to the deepest black 

shadows.

Form is a 3-dimensional shape.  Tone can 

be used to create the illusion of form 

when drawing.

Texture is created by different marks to 

represent the way something feels.

Tasks:

1.  Practice going from dark to light with your pencil 

– create tone.

2.  Make a variety of different marks with your pencil 

– creating texture.



What are facial 

proportions used 

for?

Facial proportions 

are used  to help 

make sure we draw the 

eyes, nose, mouth and 

ears in the correct 

place on the face.

Artist: 

Leonardo da 

Vinci



Drawing a portrait using 

the correct facial 

proportions  
Each persons 

face has 

special unique 

features that 

determines the 

way we look. 

However when we 

draw a person’s 

portrait there 

are rules to 

help use 

represent a 

face in the 

right 

proportion. 



Facial proportions

Eyes half way 

down face

Nose half way 

between eyes & 

chin

Mouth half way 

between nose & 

chin

Nose width

Mouth width



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1618qH7
KojU&feature=related

Portraits using 

pencil and tone

Task:  Complete self portrait in proportion 

using tone.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1618qH7KojU&feature=related


Frida Kahlo

Frida Kahlo made 

many self portraits. 

Often her paintings 

used bright colours, 

images and symbols 

which represented 

her culture and her 

personality.  

She used the symbols 

and imagery to 

create a background 

or a frame.

Task:

Create an A4 or A3 self portrait in the style of Frida Kahlo 

which explores your identity.  Look at your brainstorm and the 

examples for inspiration.

Include:

A drawing of yourself 

Symbols/images/words which describe your identity. 

You could include colour and collage if you wish.



Examples



Bring the work you complete into 

school and hand in to Ms Silcox, 

Ms Nutton or your Creative Arts 

Teacher.  


